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Sensory Offaly Book Collection

The Sensory Offaly Book Collection has been  
created to support and assist people with additional
needs in Offaly, and their families, educators, and carers. 

Tullamore, Birr, Edenderry, and Clara libraries each have
a collection of Sensory Offaly books. The books may be
borrowed and requested by any library patron, and the
collection comprises both fiction and non-fiction for all
ages.
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Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
By Bill Martin Jr.

A beautifully illustrated book with a poetic story that
will fascinate children as they explore language and
visual cues. 

This book has simple, short sentences and lots of
pictures, which are suited to newer readers and
reading aloud. 

Can I Play Too?
By Samantha Cotterill

Part of Samatha Cotterill's  Little Senses series, this
book helps children understand how to navigate
friendships and cooperation using lovely illustrations.

The sentences in this book are simple and short, 
 suitable for newer readers, and the colourful
illustrations will appeal to readers of all abilities.

Sensory Offaly Collection
Children's Fiction

Benji, The Bad Day, and Me
By Sally J. Pla

In this lovely story, two brothers share the experience
of having a bad day - neurotypical Sammy and autistic
Benji. With wonderful illustrations, it demonstrates that
we are all more alike than we may realise. 

This book has lots of pictures, but some of the
sentences are a bit longer, so it's a great book to read
together!
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The Chill Skill
By Niall Breslin

This book accessibly explores mindfulness for young
children, walking them through the experience of not
getting what they want. 

It has lots of pictures and longer sentences in simple
language, so it's a good book for newer and developing
readers, and for reading aloud together.

Emily's Sister: A Family's Journey With Dyspraxia
and Sensory Processing Disorder
By Michele Gianetti

This book is aimed at children to help them understand
dyspraxia and sensory processing difficulties.

It has pictures, but mainly text and is suited to more fluent
readers. The text uses simple and accessible language
however, so it's great for reading aloud together. 

Blue Bottle Mystery: An Asperger Adventure
By Kathy Hoopmann
Jessica Kingsley

A fantasy novel with an autistic protagonist named Ben, 
who gets pulled into a mystery after finding an old bottle 
in the school yard.

This short book is suited to more fluent readers, as it has
plenty of text and only a few illustrations. 

Sensory Offaly Collection
Children's Fiction
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The Real Boy
By Anne Ursu

A fantasy novel about Oscar, a magician's assistant who 
must find answers when the magician abandons his town.

This story is suited to more advanced readers, with lots of text
and no illustrations. 

The Guggenheim Mystery
By Robin Stevens

 

A sequel to Siobhán Dowd's The London Eye Mystery, this
mystery adventure features an autistic protagonist whose
unique world-view enables him to solve the puzzle.

This story is suited to more advanced readers, with lots of text
and no illustrations. 

Planet Earth is Blue
By Nicole Panteleakos

A heartrending and hopeful debut novel about a non 
verbal girl and her passion for space exploration.

This story is suited to more advanced readers, with lots of
text and no illustrations. 
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Al Capone Does my Shirts
By Gennifer Choldenko

 
 

 Set on Alcatraz island, this historical fiction novel follows
Moose as he navigates  his relationship with his sister,
Natalie, who is autistic.

Forever Neverland
By Susan Adrian

A contemporary sequel to J. M. Barrie’s timeless classic Peter
Pan, perfect for kids who loved THE LAND OF STORIES and
dream of going to Neverland. The story follows Clover and
Fergus, the great-great-grandchildren of Wendy Darling, as
they go on an adventure to Neverland with Peter Pan. Clover
worries about her brother, who has autism, but Fergus isn't
worried at all!

This story is suited to more advanced readers, with lots of text
and no illustrations. 

Lisa and the Lacemaker: An Asperger Adventure
By Kathy Hoopmann

Lisa becomes fascinated by lace-making under the kind eye of
her great-aunt Hannah, and gains greater understanding of her
Aspergers as she is drawn into an old mystery.

This graphic novel has beautiful illustrations accompanied by
plenty of text and dialogue. 

Al Capone Does My Shirts
By Gennifer Choldenko

Set on Alcatraz island, this historical novel tells the story of Moose
and his relationship with his sister, Natalie, who is autistic.

This book is suited to more advanced readers, with lots of text
and no illustrations.

Sensory Offaly Collection
Children's Fiction
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Going to the Supermarket
By Avril Webster

The Girl Who Thought In Pictures: The Story of Dr.
Temple Grandin
By Julia Finley Mosca

This rhyming books tells the tale of Dr Temple Grandin, a
scientist with autism whose unique perspective helps her
solve problems.

The Autism Acceptance Book
By Ellen Sabin

This is an interactive and educational book that shows
children some of the challenges faced by autistic people. It
includes exercises to develop empathy and help children
understand and respect people's differences.

"Say and Do" Social Scenes for Home, School and
Community
By Susan Rose Simms 

Developed for children aged 5 to 9, this book supports
children as they learn how to respond to a range of social
situations. 

This books explain 'what comes next' on a trip to the
supermarket and can help children handle challenging
experiences easily.

Sensory Offaly Collection
Children's non-Fiction
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Different Like Me: my Book of Autism Heroes
By Jennifer Elder

This book introduces children to famous people from history
who were autistic, including Albert Einstein, and Dian Fossey.

Why Johnny Doesn't Flap: NT is OK!
By Clay Morton & Gail Morton

This book is from the perspective of an autistic child,
remarking on the strangeness of neurotypicals' behaviour.

When My Worries Get Too Big
By Karl Dunn Buron

This workbook provides a template on how to work through
big feelings and help children find ways to calm themselves
and deal with anxiety. 

The Asperkid's Secret Book of Social Rules
By Karl Dunn Buron

This book is a funny approach to dealing with life as a young
person with Aspergers by an author who has Aspergers. It
looks at managing often unseen social rules and cues, and
making and maintaining friendships.

Sensory Offaly Collection
Children's non-Fiction
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The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
By Mark Haddon

This mystery novel stars a teenage autistic protagonist,
who knows a lot about numbers and not so much about
people.  When his neighbour's dog is found murdered, it
sets in motion a series of events that change
Christopher's life. His different perspective on events
enable him to see patterns and issues no one else can,
and empower him to solve the mystery.

Mockingbird
By Kathryn Erskine

Caitlin's brother was the one who explained the
confusing parts of the world to her. Now that he's
dead, 11-year-old Caitlin is adrift, struggling to make
sense of the world. She seeks closure and, in the
process, gains a better understanding of herself as a
person and as a person with Aspergers.

Sensory Offaly Collection
Young Adult Fiction
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This collection of essays, short stories and art is an opportunity to listen and see
the voices and experiences of a variety of people with autism. Aiming to
represent the diversity of the UK neurodiverse community, this book is a chance
for autistic people to speak for themselves.

Stim: An Autistic Anthology

By Lizzie Huxley-Jones

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Fiction
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M is for Autism
By The Students of Limsfield Grange School & Vicky
Martin

This book is written by the students of Limpsfield Grange, a
school for girls with autism and communication and
interaction difficulties. Filled with their experiences, it offers
excellent insight into the lives of people with autism and
their families.

The Reason I Jump: The Inner Voice of a Thirteen-Year-
Old Boy with Autism
By Naoki Higashida

This memoir is the story of Naoki, aged thirteen, who is
autistic and eager to share his experience. Written in a
question-and-answer style, Naoki explains why he
behaves in particular ways and how he sees the world in a
compelling manner.

Talking With Your Child About Their Autism Diagnosis
By Raelena Dundon

The author is a psychologist specialising in childhood autism
and the parent of two autistic children. This book offers
advice on talking to your child about their diagnosis and
includes case studies and examples. 

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Non-Fiction
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Life, Animated - A Story of Sidekicks, Heroes and
Autism
By Ron Suskind

Pulitzer Prize-winning author Ron Suskind tells the story
of how his autistic son lost his ability to communicate
verbally at three but, using his love for Disney films,
regained the ability.

Women and Girls with Autism Spectrum Disorder
By Sarah Hendrickx

This heavily-researched  book discusses how autism
presents in girls, explaining how different it can be to
traditional expectations and the difficulties in gaining a
diagnosis. It examines the impact it can have throughout a
girl's life and deals with misconceptions .

Autism Spectrum Disorder in Mid and Later Life
By Scott D. Right

This well-researched book examines issues facing autistic
people as adults, and looks at historical and current
theories and perspectives. 

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Non-Fiction
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Talk To Me
By Heather Jones

This book is a guide to supporting your autistic child in
communicating with others. Positioning communication
as central to life skills, it offers advice, tips and strategies. 

Carly's Voice: Breaking Through Autism
By Arthur Fleischmann & Carly Fleischmann

This memoir follows the experiences of Carly
Fleischmann and her family as Carly, who is autistic,
defies expectations and learns to communicate at the
age of ten. 

The Parents Guide to Managing Anxiety in Children with
Autism
By Raelene Dundon

This guide for parents is a thorough introduction to autism
and anxiety. The author is a psychologist specialising in
childhood autism and the parent of autistic children. 

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Non-Fiction
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Being Seen: Memoir of an Autistic Mother, Immigrant, And
Zen Student
By Anlor Davin

This memoir is the story of Anlor Davis, a woman with
autism who struggled in early life with sensory difficulties
and social interactions. Diagnosed later in life, Anlor's
experiences of masking and challenges eventually led to
her taking up meditation and using those practices as a
means of living more comfortably in the world.

Aspergirls
By Rudy Simone

This book looks at girls' and women's experiences of
having autism and the issues involved in gaining
diagnoses, masking, and finding acceptance. Written by
an author with Apsergers, it provides a guide to life as a
girl with autism.

Can I Tell You About Sensory Processing Difficulties
By Sue Allen

Narrated by Harry, this book offers insight into the impact of
sensory processing difficulties - from issues with washing
and eating to the barriers created by large groups,
educational settings, and loud noises.

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Non-Fiction
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Odd Girl Out: An Autistic Woman in a Neurotypical
World
By Laura James

Laura James was diagnosed with autism in her 40s,
having spent her life feeling different and out of place.
This memoir follows her journey to diagnosis and her
experiences.

Engaging Autism
By Stanley I. Greenspan & Serena Wieder

This book offers guidance and evidence-based research
on the highly recommended Floortime approach for
treating autistic children. It also offers insight to parents
on navigating the controversies surrounding the
treatment of autism. 

Autism, Anxiety and Me - A Diary in Even Numbers
By Emma Louise Bridge

The author is an autistic woman in her 20s, providing her
own perspective on the issues in her life, from
employment and relationships, to anxiety and sensory
difficulties. 

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Non-Fiction
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Understanding Your Child's Sensory Signals
By Angie Voss

This useful reference book offers tools and strategies
for parents, teachers, and caregivers to interpret and
understand the sensory signals given by a child.

Camouflage: The Hidden Lives of Autistic Women
By Dr. Sarah Bargiela

This graphic novel provides insight into the lives and
experiences of autistic women, using real life examples
to examine the difficulties in gaining a diagnosis and the
challenges they face.

An Adult With An Autism Diagnosis: 
A Guide for the Newly Diagnosed
By Gillian Drew

This book does exactly what it says on the tin - offering
guidance to adults who are processing their autism
diagnosis.

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Non-Fiction
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How To Be Massive
By Aoife Dooley

Irish author and artist, Aoife Dooley, has written her own
funny, insightful fictional take on growing up on the
northside of Dublin. Aoife was diagnosed with autism as
an adult.

Sexuality and Relationship Education for Children &
Adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorders
By Davida Hartman

This sex education resource is focused on children and
teenagers with autism, offering practical advice and
strategies on sharing information about puberty,
sexuality, and relationships. 

Autism & Asperger Syndrome In Children
By Dr Luke Beardon

This accessible book is an introduction to autism for parents
and caregivers. It offers insight into issues, controversies,
myths, and challenges that a newly diagnosed child may
face.

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Non-Fiction
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Just Take A Bite - Easy Effective Answers to Food Aversions
and Eating Challenges
By Lori Ernsperger & Tania Stegen-Hanson

This book offers insight into picky eating, a common issue for
autistic people. It provides information on the sensory
difficulties involved and tips for helping picky eaters eat a
balanced diet. 

Nerdy, Shy and Socially Inappropriate
By Cynthia Kim

This accessible and funny guide to living in the world as an
autistic adult is by Cynthia Kim, who was diagnosed with
autism as an adult. her diagnosis enabled her to see her
own interactions with the world with new perspective and
to better understand herself and her environment.

Loud Hands: Autistic People, Speaking
By The Autistic Self Advocacy Network

This collection of essays is written by and for autistic people. It
springs from the Loud Hands Project, a project by the Autistic
Self Advocacy Network in the US, and covers diverse personal
experiences and foundational community documents.

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Non-Fiction
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Autism Works
By Adam Feinstein

This book looks at the challenges facing autistic people
regarding employment, and draws attention to the great
contributions autistic people have made and can make to
the working world.

Spectrum Women
By Barb Cook & Dr. Michelle Garnett

This book contains the personal experiences of fifteen
autistic women as they detail their lives from a female
autistic perspective, looking at issues of identity,
relationships, parenting and self-care.

Uniquely Human
By Dr. Barry M. Prizant

The author takes an alternative viewpoint on autism - rather
than a disorder or condition, he views it as behaviours to
deal with an overwhelming world. This book celebrates
autism as having strengths and coping mechanisms that can
be built upon and supported.

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Non-Fiction
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In a Different Key - The Story of Autism
By John Donvan & Caren Zucker

Nearly seventy-five years ago, American Donald Triplett
became the first child diagnosed with autism. In a Different
Key is the fascinating story of the impact of his diagnosis,
early theories about autism, and modern controversies and
approaches.

Look Me In The Eye - My Life With Asperger's
By John Elder Robison

This memoir charts the author's challenging childhood, where
he felt misunderstood and different from his peers. Diagnosed
as Aspergers in his 40s, John Robison gained insight into his
own behaviour and outlook, and better understood how he
interacts with the world. 

Sensory Offaly Collection
Adult Non-Fiction
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AUTISM

 
Banagher Library
T: 057 9151471 
E: BanagherLibrary@offalycoco.ie

Birr Library
T: 057 9124950
E: BirrLibrary@offalycoco.ie

Clara Library
T: 057 9331389
E: ClaraLibrary@offalycoco.ie

Daingean Library
T: 057 9353005
E: DaingeanLibrary@offalycoco.ie

Edenderry Library
T: 046 973 1028
E: EdenderryLibrary@offalycoco.ie

Ferbane library
T: 090 6454259
E: FerbaneLibrary@offalycoco.ie

Kilcormac Library
T: 057 9135086
E: KilcormacLibrary@offalycoco.ie

Tullamore Library
T: 057 9346832
E: TullamoreLibrary@offalycoco.ie

 

 

Contact Our Libraries
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https://www.google.com/search?q=edenderry+library&rlz=1C1DIMC_enIE954IE956&sxsrf=AOaemvIxht3muPpDUuL_BVhW8QoQLJQR6w%3A1637424643418&ei=Ax6ZYdr3GLOChbIPpdigoAw&ved=0ahUKEwiahd6Rqqf0AhUzQUEAHSUsCMQQ4dUDCA4&uact=5&oq=edenderry+library&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAMyCwguEIAEEMcBEK8BMgIIJjoECCMQJzoLCC4QxwEQrwEQkQI6CwguEIAEELEDEIMBOgsIABCABBCxAxCDAToOCC4QgAQQsQMQxwEQ0QM6CAgAEIAEELEDOgQIABBDOgUILhCRAjoKCC4QxwEQrwEQQzoICC4QgAQQsQM6DgguEIAEELEDEMcBEKMCOhAILhCABBCHAhDHARCvARAUOggILhCxAxCRAjoHCC4QsQMQQzoKCC4QxwEQ0QMQQzoFCAAQgAQ6BwgAEMkDEEM6BQguEIAEOggIABCABBDJAzoGCAAQFhAeSgQIQRgAUABY9hhg7xpoAHACeAKAAZUCiAG-EpIBBTcuNy4zmAEAoAEBwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz#


Offaly Libraries
@OffalyLibraries
@Offaly_Libraries
Offaly Libraries


